
Lens/Synthesis reminders



Chart expectations

● Quotations - cite enough evidence to support analysis. Include a proper 

citation

● Lens analysis -

○ in depth (note the model has 3 sentences)

○ use lens specific language 

○ connect to Steinbeck’s purpose 

○ ALL lenses (including animal imagery and biblical allusion)

● Themes - must include at least 2 (but try more); look at bookmark for ideas

● Synthesis -

○ Include title & source type + put in context

○ Must include connection to The Grapes of Wrath



Example - Ch. 5 & Machine Age

● “One man on a tractor can take the place of twelve or fourteen families” (Steinbeck 33).

● Lens analysis - The tractors are replacing lives. People are being evicted from their 

homes and replaced by machines, thereby showing the lengths that these corporations 

and businesses are willing to go to in order to make a profit. In this time, the only way to 

be successful is to  rely on technological superiority, even if that means displacing 

families. Steinbeck emphasizes how the world is evolving and the cost that comes with it. 

● Themes - economic inequality; technology; responses to change

● Synthesis - In the movie Wall-E, the humans aboard the spaceship have forgone any 

physical activity, and are completely dependent on their chairs for all movement. Due to 

the technological superiority of their spaceship, the humans have become soft and 

extremely obese. While Wall-E criticizes humans for becoming softer, both the movie 

and The Grapes of Wrath show how technology can supplant humans and cause their 

lives to drastically change. 



Lens options & key words

● Feminism - gender roles, positions, stereotypes

● Naturalism - environment, response to change, survival 

of the fittest 

● Transcendentalism - individuality, nature, spiritualism 

● Animal Imagery/symbolism - identify animal + 

significance 

● Biblical allusion – identify and connect thematically.

● Machine Age - technology, advertising, dominance 



Reminders for lens presentations
● Articles - must be from credible sources (newspapers with names; think the BBC, 

NPR, The New York Times, The Christian Science Monitor, The Washington Post, The 
Chicago Tribune, etc.)

● Novels - you must have read the book and have access to it



Lens Presentations 

● Listen attentively 
● Answer questions 
● Presenters - remember to facilitate the 

discussion. 


